
From Suffering to Hope 

Romans 5:1-11 

 

 

Suffering…just the sound of the word can make your heart ache.  Turn on the daily 

newscast and you are bombarded with suffering – COVID-19 deaths, record 

unemployment, life-threatening heat waves, devastating tropical storms, and, to top 

it all off, a world reeling from the senseless death of an unarmed black man at the 

hands of those who are sworn to “defend and serve.” 

It can be difficult to have hope in times when it seems like you are not just 

surrounded by, but drowning in, suffering.  Yet as Christians, we are called to hope 

even in the face of unimaginable suffering.  You may sincerely ask the question, 

“How is that possible?” 

As with all tough questions, we can go to the answer book, The Bible.  Today’s 

reading from Romans addresses how we get from unimaginable suffering to hope.  

This is what Paul writes: 

And not only that, but we boast in our sufferings, 

knowing that suffering produces endurance, 

and endurance produces character, 

and character produces hope, 

and hope does not disappoint us. 

Someone once said, “suffering is today’s forgotten value.” Perhaps they are 

correct. Who wants to suffer in this life? What’s the value in it? Why would we, as 

Paul says “boast in our sufferings” when we spend much of our time and our 

money and our energy trying to avoid suffering? 



Now, there are certain examples in our lives when we are happily willing to endure 

periods of suffering and pain. Women in childbirth, for example, or athletes honing 

their bodies for a race, or missionaries volunteering to serve in Third World 

countries, or military personnel volunteering to serve in harm’s way; these would 

be examples of suffering by choice. 

But most of us flee from every sort of hardship. We don’t want to wait more than a 

minute for a meal, that’s why microwave ovens were invented. We don’t want to 

wait until we have saved to buy things, so we simply put it on our credit cards. We 

don’t want to endure the pain of conflict and controversy, so we put away our 

unpopular opinions and positions and “go with the flow”.  Watch television for an 

hour and see how many times you are invited to spend your money on things that 

are quick, easy, and painless. 

And we don’t just want to avoid suffering for ourselves; we who are parents or 

grandparents want our children and grandchildren to live pain-free as well. So, 

when our children and grandchildren face challenging situations, we look for ways 

to rescue them. When they are faced with consequences of their poor choices, we 

look for ways to excuse them or lighten their load. Students as young as first grade 

turn in their homework that was done by their parents. If it starts at age six, then 

when does it end?  Perhaps with their wealthy parents buying good SAT scores so 

junior gets into the “right” college.  My father often told the story of being at the 

University of Virginia at that same time as the offspring of a powerful political 

family.  He said that whenever this student got into trouble, the university got a 

new building thanks to the family patriarch.  Most of us are not fortunate, or 

perhaps unfortunate, enough to have wealthy parents to buy us out of our failings. I 

would guess, though, the chances are good that we who have not been “rescued” 



and felt the suffering our mistakes have caused us, have also grown in character as 

a result of “taking our lumps.” 

The Apostle Paul knew something about suffering. He was shipwrecked twice. He 

was imprisoned twice. He was beaten, abandoned by his friends, and disowned by 

his family. But he learned through all of this that his suffering produced within him 

an endurance to survive other situations that would come his way. Late in his life, 

Paul was not deterred by conflict and criticism, because he was a survivor of trials 

in the early days. 

I wouldn’t say that endurance is one of the strong suits in our society today. We 

change cars and houses with regularity.  We also freely change jobs with ease. Our 

parents may have stayed in one place of employment for their entire careers; it is 

estimated that we will have as many as sixteen different employers in our lifetime. 

And it is similar with marriage, when the going gets a little tough, some find that 

flight is preferable to fight, and the marriage ends too soon. 

Suffering produces endurance, Paul says. Athletes in particular have learned that 

when a person punishes their body during training, then endurance will prevail in 

the race. The aspiring actor that continues to go to audition after audition, suffering 

repeated defeat yet continues, has developed the endurance to make it to that next 

audition that nets them the role they have been waiting for. The teacher who comes 

home deflated after a difficult day trying to impart vital learning to young children, 

who then gets up to do the same thing the very next day has developed endurance 

for the long haul. 

Each of us can likely look back over our lives and see those places where the 

suffering we experienced has grown endurance in us.  The early loss of a parent, 



being laid off from our dream job, developing a debilitating disease, whatever your 

personal suffering may be or have been.  In any event we are all still here because 

we have endured whatever our own particular suffering has been. 

Our endurance will lead to character.  According to the good folks at Miriam-

Webster character can mean: moral excellence and firmness, as in a man of 

sound character.  Having faced suffering and endured, persons will develop a 

quality of character that will then lead to hope.  As I write this, the image of 

Nelson Mandela has come to mind.  He spent his life fighting against the 

suffering of black South African people in their homeland.  He endured almost 

three decades of imprisonment for insurrection.  When he was finally freed, the 

character he had developed because of his past sufferings, made it possible for 

him to work within the power structure of his time to bring positive change to his 

nation. 

The endurance that builds character finally leads us to hope. Paul says “…suffering 

produces endurance, and endurance produces character…and character produces 

hope….” The word “hope” for Paul, was not like “hope” for us. Often when we 

use the word hope we actually mean “wish.” I hope I get a raise means I wish I’d 

get a raise. That’s how we use that word. But for Paul, the word meant certainty, or 

confidence, as he states in Hebrews 11:1 (NIV2011)  

1  Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what we 

do not see.  

Jesus worked to change the social structures of his day.  His sufferings became 

an example for his followers, who themselves then suffered similar trials.  The 

suffering experienced in the name of Christ, gave endurance to fight the good 

fight, to run the race, to live as Christians in a world that was hostile to them.  



The character of the disciples spoke for them and brought hope to a hurting 

world. 

We are challenged today, in a world that is suffering, to bring that same hope to 

our communities.  As individuals and a church, we are asked to come alongside 

those who are suffering.  To help uphold them as they build their endurance.  

Helping to shape character in ourselves and others that will eventually lead to the 

hope that we hold in Christ.  Hope for a world where people, regardless of their 

education, nationality, skin color, religious affiliation, mental health status, or other 

qualifying characteristic, experience equality and peace.  And we can trust in this 

hope, having this promise from Romans 5: 

5 and hope does not disappoint us, because God’s love has been poured into 

our hearts through the Holy Spirit which has been given to us. 

And all God’s people say, AMEN! 

 

Dear Lord, we live in a world that is suffering for so many different reasons.  We 

struggle to make sense of all that is happening now.  We look to you to walk us 

through the trials of this life, to give us the endurance to go on even when things 

look bleak.  Grant us that we would reflect your character to those around us.  

Bring us to a place of hope in you.  We ask this in the name of Jesus Christ. AMEN 
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